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Supplementary blade-design data including rotor- and stator-blade
coordinates and mean-line sngles at the leadlng and the trailing edges ----
are present ed for a tram onic axial-f low compressor inlet stage.e
INTRODUCTION’?
The over-all performance of a transonic axial-flow ccxnpressor inlet
stage operating at rotor relatlve inlet Mach nuuii)ers up to 1.1 is
reported in reference 1. In order to supplement the general description ..-
of the blade design contained in reference 1, specific- blade-coordinate ““ -
data for rotor and stator blades are presented.
BLADE-COOBIHNATE DATA
.
Rotor. - Although the rotor-bhd.e profiles described in reference 1
were designed along ccmical sur3?aces in order to closely represent the
t~e stresm13ne flow, it was desirable for fabrication purposes to
express the blade profiles in rectangular coordinates in planes perpen-
dicular to the stacldng radius.
.-
Rectangular blade coordinates at four
.-
reference locations were’ obtained frcm the design conical coorMnates by
means of graphical fairing. A sketch of the rotor-blade layout and hub-
contour coordinates is shown in figure 1. Rotor-blade design coordi-
nates at four refereqce locations are given in figure 2. Leading- and
trailing-edge radii vtiiedfrozn 0.015 to 0.020 inch. L -.
bspection of the fabricated blade-profile shapes with an opticsl
m comparator reveshd good agreement with the submitted blade-coordinate
data. Measured ratios of maximumblade thickness to chord length were
.-
0.048 at the tip and 0.075 at the hub. Blade leading- and trailing-edge.,
—
2 NACA RME52C27
mean-line angles as obtained from comparator layouts are presented in
figure 3. The rotor-blade mean-line angles..were determined along
approxhate streamlines from blade Wet to outlet based on the” assu&
tion of equal radial-streamline spacing. The measured rotor-blade-inlet
angles of figure-3 are approximately 2° hi~er than the values given in
figure 8(b) of reference 1, which were desired design values. The smsll
discrepancy is attributed to the inaccuracies of the transformation proc-
ess from conicsl to rectangular coordinates_. The true rotor-incidence
angles tie, therefore, correspondingly smaller thfi the vslues given ir”
reference 1.
The coordinates of a profile at the hub in a plane parallel to the
blade base (section G-G) as measured with an optical comparator are given
in figure 4 to Indicate .the form of the llade profile abng the hub .
streamline. ‘
Radial clesrance between the rotor-blade tip and the outer casing
varied from 0.023 to 0.026 inch and the axial clearance between the
rotor and the stator at the hub was 1.75 inches.
Stator. - The stator blades were constructedby linear fairing
between two circfiar-arc sections at the hub and the tip. A sketch of
the subsmic stata blade is shown in figure 5 and rectangular coordi-
nates for the hub-and the tip sections are given in figure 6. The
inner casing had a constant radius acrms the stator (5.186 in.) and a
radial clear~ce of approximately 0.020 inch. Measured stator-b~de
mean-line sngles at the leading and the tra~ing edges are gitien in fig-
ure 7. Measured stator maximumthickness ratios were 0.065 at the hub
and 0.084 at the tip. Leading- and trailing-edge radii varied from 0.015-
to 0.020 inch.
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Figure 2. - Coordinatesfmrotcm-blade bectlonsoffigure 1. (AlldimensionsIn inches
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Figure 3. - Rotur-blademean-line angles.










































































to blade base obtained with optical c~arator. R~dius
at leading edge is 4.824 inches and radius at trailing edge “-- –




































































































































Figure 6. - Coordinates for stator-blade secti.ans of figure 5.
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Figure 7.
Radius, in.
-. Stator-bl.ade mean-line angles.
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